Details for your life.

The Companion Group’s history
of commitment to creativity and
community-based projects inspired
our partnership with Jennifer Fisher,
a San Francisco Bay Area artist
whose style marries the traditions
of hand-formed pottery with the
practicality of industrial design.
This unique partnership utilizes
The Companion Group’s 34 years
of housewares manufacturing
expertise to bring the designs of a
local artist to the global marketplace
at an affordable price.
We’re excited to introduce the
resulting JFish Collection, a line of
contemporary home decor that
brings a fresh sensibility to timeless
functional pieces.
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Meet Jennifer Fisher
As an artist trained in ergonomics and industrial design, Jennifer Fisher
has a unique perspective that is reflected in her work. She strives to combine
style and beauty with comfort and accessibility, designing products
that both look good and feel good.

“I focus on enhancing the experiences of the people interacting with
these pieces. The JFish Collection includes bowls that you can wrap
your hands around, containers that can be arranged in various shapes
to form a cohesive whole, and vases with sweeping curves that
complement one another.”
—Jennifer Fisher
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invite (v)
with kindness or courtesy, to request the presence or participation
of someone or something; to encourage by pleasure or hope

Tree Ring Coasters

Hold Me Bowl with Lid

Solid matte finish with glossy center design.

Ceramic body; wood lid.

Each approx. 4 inches square
Set of 4 | JF1004 | Case: 6

Bowl and lid: 3.5 in W x 2.5 in H
JF1000 | Case: 6

Explore a space of intention and discovery with the JFish Collection.
Inspired by the ease of organic shapes and rhythms, these products
invite experiences of connection and comfort into everyday life.

INVITE
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Petal Bowl

Valley Bowl

Matte exterior; glazed interior.

Matte exterior; glazed interior.

00 in x 00 in
JF1008 | Case: 4

4 in W x 3 in H
JF1010 | Case: 6

Use our small vessels for collecting items to share or display and transform
a familiar room into a relaxing oasis. Beyond their graceful utility, they’ll also
add a sculptural accent to any room on their own.

GATHER
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gather (v)
to bring together and take in from various places or sources;
to draw toward oneself; to summon up for a purpose

Moonrise Bud Vases
Matte exterior; glazed indigo interior.
Small
4 in H x 2.8 in W
JF1005 | Case: 6

Medium
6 in H x 3.5 in W
JF1006 | Case: 4

Large
8 in H x 4 in W
JF1007 | Case: 2

GATHER
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Laurel Catch-all Dishes
Unglazed matte exterior; glossy interior.
Small: 2.6 in H x 2 in W; Medium: 4.75 in H x 3 in W; Large: 6.5 in H x 4.25 in W
Set of 3 | JF1002 | Case: 6

Friends, thoughts, wildflowers, mementos — to gather something
intuitively affirms its worth. These nesting catch-all dishes offer a beautiful
way to safekeep important items on your nightstand, countertop, or desk.

INVITE
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reflect (v)
to think, ponder, or meditate; to embody or represent
in a faithful or appropriate way; to show an image of;
to cast back light from a surface

Leaves & Drops Candles
White matte body with solid glossy interiors in shades of blue; scented soy wax.
Small, Powder
2.8 in W x 2.3 in H
JF1511 | Case: 8

Medium, Sky
3.8 in W x 2.8 in H
JF1510 | Case: 6

Large, Cerulean
4.75 in W x 3.75 in H
JF1509 | Case: 4

JFish Collection Serenity-Scented Soy Candles
Our candles are infused with a fresh, lightly floral scent to enrich moments of
balance and well-being. We’ve also chosen soy wax, which is longer lasting,
cleaner burning, and more environmentally friendly than paraffin wax.

REFLECT
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Doesn’t everything look better by candlelight? Its soft-focus illumination creates an
ambience that’s effortlessly relaxing and reflective. In a set or on their own, these
candle collections will add a golden glow to your world, night or day.

Revolve Candle Collection

Amplify Candle Collection

Unglazed body with glossy accents;
scented soy wax.

Glazed body and interior; scented soy wax.
All candles 3.5 in W and 1.85 in D.

Short: 1.75 in H x 3 in W
JF1505 | Case: 6

2 in H candle
JF1503 | Case: 8

Medium: 3 in H x 2.5 in W
JF1506 | Case: 6

2.6 in H candle
JF1502 | Case: 8

Tall: 4 in H x 2 in W
JF1507 | Case: 6

5.2 in H candle
JF1500 | Case: 6

REFLECT
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3.8 in H candle
JF1501 | Case: 6
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Follow the JFish Collection on social media to see
product styling in the home and new designs in the making.
@jfishcollection | www.JFishCollection.com
JFISH GIVES BACK: YOUR PURCHASE HELPS FUND A NON-PROFIT PROJECT.

See our website for more information.

